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1. Debt cheaper form of finance than equity

(This paper: by assumption)

2. Banks take on socially excessive levels of debt (asset prices
interact with collateral constraints) → Pecuniary externality
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3. Good times are periods when financial fragility ("debt
overhang") endogenously build up → In bad times banks will
shrink assets, rather than search for new capital

4. Transitions from (apparently) normal times to crisis times is
endogenous ⇐⇒ Precautionary motives shape incentives to
accumulate debt→ Non-linearities crucial

(This paper: frictions always exogenously binding. NO endogenous
transition. By assumption banks cannot increase their net worth
during "crisis". Perturbation methods around deterministic ss)
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I Generate equilibrium global imbalances

The world in this paper: financial globalization with NO
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